Careers Around the World Webinar Series 2023

Careers in India: Challenges and Opportunities

Join us for a thought-provoking discussion on studying Careers in India. Our speakers contextualize careers in India in relation to family relations, employability, disability and illness.

Nimmi P. M. Amrita School of Business

Vivek G Nair IIT Delhi

Sushanta Kumar Mishra IIM Bangalore

Sushanta Kumar Mishra IIM Bangalore

Uday Bhaskar IMT

Belgin Okay-Somerville University of Glasgow

Crafting a Sustainable Career: Managing Career Amidst Illness

Viewing Career from a Family Lens: Insights from India

Career success, career sustainability and career inclusivity in a Career Ecosystem: A Study of visually impaired individuals

Moderator

Friday 9th June

- 5.30am EDT (New York)
- 10.30am BST (London)
- 3pm IST (Mumbai)
- 5.30pm CST (Beijing)
- 7.30pm AEST (Sydney)
- 9.30pm NZST (Auckland)

Register [HERE].

Open to all AoM members and non-members.